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About This Game

Summary

rFactor is a realistic easily extendable racing simulation from Image Space Incorporated. It offers the latest in vehicle and race
customization, great graphics, outstanding multiplayer, and the height of racing realism. rFactor features mixed class road racing

with ultra realistic dynamics, an immersive sound environment and stunning graphics.

You can race against a field of AI cars, or in multi-player mode against others. The simulation supports a full day-night cycle. In
multi-player mode, driver swaps are also supported, allowing you to run even full 24 hour endurance events. Everything can be

customized by the community, including adding new tracks and cars, and a wealth of add-ons are available on-line.

Features

Physics

Updated 15 degrees of freedom physics engine

Advanced tire modeling

Support for 4-link rear suspension
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Engine boost modeling

Complex aerodynamics

Head physics, cockpit vibrations, detailed bump modeling

All-new track-specific terrain data file system

Graphics/Sound

DX9 advanced graphics engine

Real-time day/night transitions

Projected headlights for nighttime driving

Adjust player and opponent volume ratio

See the apex with the Look Ahead slider

Adjust your seat and mirror while in the driver’s seat

Updating real-time scoring towers

Expanded and enhanced gauge and LCD features for vehicle cockpits

Improved loading times

Updated sound engine

Changing engine sounds based on upgraded vehicle performance

Gameplay

Career mode with upgrades that affect the vehicle’s appearance, performance, and sound

Define AI opponent types, strength and aggression

Races can be lap based, time based or both

Vehicle upgrade system

Vehicle economy including mileage

Ambient and track temperature changes throughout the race

More configurable keys than you can shake a stick at

Multiple Racing Series with vehicle and circuit filters

Grid editing

Camera/Replays
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Full screen monitor and ability to rewind

Freely move camera from any position including the ever famous exclusive ISI Swingman

Spectator mode

Greatly enhanced replay system including clip splicing

Move, duplicate or delete replay clips while assigning camera movements to each

Export replays to AVI files defining compression and size options

Multiplayer

Completely new multiplayer engine

Built in race statistics reporting to web based RaceCast system

Built in friends list

Server bookmarks

Dedicated server, including single click option

Native voting system

Add AI to multiplayer games

Built in IRC chat

Boot and ban player lists that can be passed around

Security checks to combat potential cheating

Open Architecture

Extensive support for modders

Easy to use customizable multi-language support

Define a league schedule

Rules to simulate different types of racing

Completely customize your controller

Drop in new vehicle liveries

Vehicles
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2006 Formula IS – High Performance Open Wheel (Video)

2005 Hammer – Full Bodied GT

2005 Howston – Full Bodied GT

National Stock Car – Stock Car

Panoz – Full Bodied GT

2005 Rayzor – Rally Turbo

2006 rF3 – Quick and Nimble Open Wheel

2005 Rhez – Small FWD Sport Compact

2006 Rhez – Small FWD Sport Compact

2005 rTrainer – Low Speed Open Wheel

2005 Venom – Rally

2005 ZR – Affordable High Performance Sedan

Circuits

Barcelona – Permanent Road Course

Brianza – Permanent Road Course

Essington Park – Permanent Road Course

Jacksonville Speedway – High Banked Superspeedway

Jiading – Permanent Road Course

Joesville Speedway – Paved Short Track

Lienz Festival – Country Roads (Video)

Mills Metropark – Permanent Road Course with two layouts

Montreal – Permanent Road Course

Northamptonshire – Permanent Road Course

Nuerburg – Permanent Road Course

Orchard Lake – Banked Tri-Oval with Infield Road Course

Sardian Heights – Street Circuit with two layouts

Toban Raceway Park – Permanent Road Course with four layouts
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Title: rFactor
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Image Space Incorporated
Publisher:
Image Space Incorporated
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2005

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: PC Windows 98 SE, ME, 2000, XP, XP 64-bit, Vista, 7, 8

Processor: 1.4 GHz processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce4 4200 or Radeon 9200

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Czech
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To put simply, I love rfactor, it is a game I will always love. If you havent bought it buy it, you will love it.. Still one of the best
racing simulation games with a giant modding community!
Amazing physics, superb racing-wheel support, awesome sounds, lots of fun!. It is a good game.. Even after 10 years of being
released rFactor is still one of the best sim racers one can get.
Gameplay is excellent, handling of the cars is consistent and intuitive, good controller support, and the huge amount of mods
make up for the small amount of base content.

Graphics are dated when compared to current games but they're very good considering the games age, especially if you
configure them properly in Nvidia CP/Inspector. Engine sounds are also very good.
Controller support for Xbox360 controller is pretty good, I only had to adjust steering deadzone, one can fully customize the
controls, some cars are more difficult to drive than others but overall controls feel intuitive and consistent.
Gameplay is great, there's all sorts of options for setting up practice sessions as well as for setting up races against AI, AI can be
very fun to race against once you figure out the proper difficulty settings.
The base content is OK at best, only the open-wheelers and some of the tracks were interesting to me, ISI versions of tracks
such as Silverstone, Nurburgring & Catalunya aren't very accurate imo. However mods more than make up for that. There's tons
of mods available, pretty much every car discipline there is can be found in mod websites, as well as hundreds of real &
fictional track locations. There are also mods for UI, hud, showroom, and so forth, meaning one can totally customize the game
to their preferences.

The huge amount of mods combined with the excellent gameplay makes rFactor a must have for anyone interested in sim
racing. rFactor is fairly light on system requirements so it can be played on highest settings even on old PCs & laptops. I highly
recommend getting this game.. As a sim racing enthusiast I can be very critical of racing games or "sims". rFactor is near and
dear to my heart. When I discovered this gem back in 2009 and all of the mods, tracks, etc. that you can use with it, there is no
game or "sim" that brings the value like rFactor. Sure rFactor 2 has been released now, but if you are feeling nostalgic or don't
have the computer to run rFactor 2, then this original is well worth the investment. You wont be disappointed, I guarantee it!.
Nice rFactor to Steam! A lot of mods Cars and Tracks, Awesome sim racing :). It's an old game but still one of the best and
most realistic racing sims out there.. By far the best sim out there IMO (until more mods come out for rfactor2). I have only
clocked 25 hours on this game as of today and I am sure I will clock over 1000 due to the many season/custom career mode
possiblities. Buy this game if you are looking for a new game to main.
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This feels cobbled together. It feels more like an ugly hack than a complete game. I recommend GT Legends which uses the
same engine but is MUCH more polished and complete.. Fun but rage producer sometimes depending on how seriously u take
it. pretty decent. Still a great game. Downloaded shift street mod with plenty of real world cars. got an old second pc hooked up
my old steering wheel ---> endless multiplayer fun! Graphics are still good enough too.. good physics and it is is a ton of fun to
play this with a steering wheel :D graphics are ok (for 2005). Picked this up for a trip down memory lane after the
disappointment of Assetto Corsa and Project Cars and man am i glad i did. It may not be the prettiest but looks aren't
everything. Physics/handling and ai if not racing online are what matters and this game despite its age still delivers. It literally
has something for everyone with the abundance of mods the awesome modding community have made over the years. Be it hill
climbing, a trip down memory lane with some older cars, oval racing (stock cars and open wheel), up to endurance and formula
one. Can also just have some fun, for example ever wondered what it would be like to a mini around Indianapolis or a stock car
around Silverstone, go for it, its surprisingly fun and the ai can given you a half decent race as well. There are newer and a
couple of better games out there (Automobilista springs to mind) but if you are looking at this game and reading this clown
blabbering on then you have some idea of sim racing as opposed to playing a racing game (that's not a knock btw, both have
their place and are equally awesome) this is well worth a try, maybe not at full price but definitely for a tenner or less. The only
problem i have is there are so many mods out there that back when it first came out, before this steam business you could have
several 'lite' installs on your hard drive and place various mods into the different installs (remember having CART factor,
HistoricX and Enduracers on 3 separate installs as well as the standard game with the Megane trophy. It's a bit more of a pain in
the neck doing that on here. Apart from that, if graphics are not the be all and end all and gameplay is what interests you then
give it a try.. Trash race sim. No idea why this was one of the most recommended racing sims.
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